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Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem



Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem

Starter

How many words can you write that end with 

the suffix  –ous ?



Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem

What is a Kennings Poem?

A Kenning is a two-word phrase that 
is in place of a single noun. They act 
as clues to work out what the noun 
is.

In this example, all of the lines are
clues that describe a wolf.



Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem

Look at the image below. What nouns can you 
identify?

What adjectives would you use to describe?



Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem

Great White Shark
Great White sharks are the largest 
predatory fish on Earth (15 feet in length on 
average) and are capable of speeding through 
the water at 15 miles per hour.

Using their exceptional sense of smell, great 
whites are able to detect blood from up to 3
miles away and even have organs in their body 
that sense the electromagnetic movements 
made by other animals in the water. They use 
their several rows of serrated, triangular 
teeth to chomp through their prey: sea lions, 
seals, small-toothed whales, even sea turtles. 



Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem

Noun Verb

Ocean Searcher

Prey

Tail

Teeth

Can you think of verbs ending in the suffix –
er to complete the pairs in the table



Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem

Noun Verb

Ocean Searcher

Prey

Tail

Teeth

Now you can use the nouns and verbs to 
create your own Kennings Poem.

You could also pair an adjective and a verb to
form your phrase:

Ravenous killer,

Ocean searcher,

Prey pursuer, 

Tail thrasher,

Teeth gnasher.

adjective

alliteration



Monday – Writing a Kennings Poem

Ravenous killer,

Ocean searcher,

Prey pursuer, 

Tail thrasher,

Teeth gnasher.

Can you use these techniques to write 3 of your own Kennings Poems? 

Adjective ending in –ous

Verb ending in –er

Adjective + Verb

Noun + Verb

Alliteration 5 lines per poem!



Tuesday – Writing a Free Verse 
Poem
Starter

What spelling rules can you notice?

Move becomes moving

Skip becomes skipping

Slide becomes sliding

Race becomes racing

Swim becomes swimming

Shut becomes shutting



Tuesday – Writing a Free Verse 
Poem

Drop the ‘e’ and add ‘ing’

Move becomes moving

Slide becomes sliding

Race becomes racing

Double the consonant and add ‘ing’

Skip becomes skipping

Swim becomes swimming

Shut becomes shutting

Short vowel sound



Tuesday – Writing a Free Verse 
Poem

a tiny bustling crimson bun
topped with raisins

a gaily-coloured brooch 
walking on six legs

a titchy tinplate clockwork toy,
glossy fire-engine-red

What feature of figurative language has the poet used to create these stanzas?



Tuesday – Writing a Free Verse 
Poem

Using metaphors to create impressions:

If we think about a snake (as an 
example), some people will have a good
impression of them as animals:

A stripy chain of reflective beads,

Or a bad impression of them as animals:

A sinister chain of alarming scales,



Tuesday – Writing a Free Verse 
Poem

Expanding on your metaphors with actions:

Use your –ing verbs to add on actions (still 
thinking about the impression you are 
making.

Good impression:

A stripy chain of reflective beads,

Shimmering beautifully in the glorious sun.

Bad impression:

A sinister chain of alarming scales,

Tightly constricting its latest victim.



Tuesday – Writing a Free Verse 
Poem

Forming metaphors

Forming good metaphors takes time and 
thought. Think about what these snakes 
remind you of: consider their colour; 
their shape; their patterns etc. 



Tuesday – Writing a Free Verse 
Poem

Writing your Free Verse Poem

You can now use your metaphors to write your own 
free verse poem.

Aim for at least 6 stanzas.

Don’t forget to think of a title for your poem too!



Wednesday – Writing a Free
Verse Poem

Starter

How many adverbs can you write in 2 minutes?

Use the rules to help you?

Do you need to check any spellings with a dictionary?



Wednesday – Writing a Free
Verse Poem

Komodo Dragon
The Komodo dragon is the largest species of lizard on 
Earth and is found in Indonesia. 

What can you identify/describe?



Wednesday – Writing a Free
Verse Poem

Using a Spine to structure

Use the body parts to 
create 2 descriptive 
lines:

Body

Claws

Eyes

Nostrils

Scales 

e.g. Body

Wearily, the beast hauls its immense frame, 
across the damp sand.



Wednesday – Writing a Free
Verse Poem

Use the structure to write your own free verse poem

Use the body parts to 
create 2 descriptive 
lines:

Body

Claws

Eyes

Nostrils

Scales Look at the model to help you!



Thursday – Writing a Haiku

What rules do you know of a haiku?

Hint: Think about the syllables



Thursday – Writing a Haiku

Writing a Haiku

Only 3 lines long

Line 1 = 5 syllables
Bris-tled-old-grizz-ler

Line 2 = 7 syllables
Mon-o-chrome-count-ry-ram-bler

Line 3 = 5 syllables
Un-der-earth-dwell-er



Thursday – Writing a Haiku

Dog example:

pet

loving

licking

friendly

fluffy happy



Thursday – Writing a Haiku

Writing a Haiku

Only 3 lines long

Line 1 = 5 syllables
Loy-al-man’s-best-friend

Line 2 = 7 syllables
Cudd-ling-care-ing-love-ing

Line 3 = 5 syllables
Right-un-til-the-end

Man’s best friend

Loyal man’s best friend

Cuddling, caring, loving

Right until the end



Thursday – Writing a Haiku

Writing a Haiku

Only 3 lines long

Line 1 = 5 syllables
Loy-al-man’s-best-friend

Line 2 = 7 syllables
Cudd-ling-care-ing-love-ing

Line 3 = 5 syllables
Right-un-til-the-end

Can you write 3 of your own 
Haikus?

You can choose any topic to
base your Haiku on but it has

to FOLLOW THE RULES.



Friday – Writing a Poem in a style
of your choice

Today, you will have complete free choice over the 

poem that you write. 

It can be about any topic and in any of the styles we

have done this week.

I am expecting around 9-10 lines of poetry, so if you 

choose to do a Haiku, you will need to do more than 

one.



Friday – Writing a Poem in a style
of your choice

Reminders

Kennings Poem = Using a two word phrase to form a clue for

one word e.g. carrot-chomper = a rabbit

Free Verse Poem = descriptive lines using figurative language 

e.g. metaphors, similes, alliteration, personification etc.

Haiku Poem = 3 lines long

Line 1 = 5 syllables, Line 2 = 7 syllables Line 3 = 5 syllables


